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Release Notes for Patch Release#2529

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.2-rev17
Open-Xchange AppSuite USM 7.6.2-rev14
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This document provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequentlyto shipping Patch Release #2496.
38204 Temporary files were not unlinkedThe USM routine for temporary file creation didn’t close the file descriptor. Therefor every up-loaded file was marked as deleted but still existed on the file system until the open xchange servicewas stopped or restarted. Those unlinked temporary files could lead to storage exhaustion in ashort time.The routine as been corrected to close the file descriptor after creating temporary files and theywill be deleted after they are not required anymore.
38207 Resending messages in Outlook failed with some IMAP serversIf amessage has been re-sent via Outlook, it was possible that thismail was silently deleted becauseit used the same ID as the previous one. This happened if the IMAP server has ”duplicatesuppres-sion” configuration option active.To prevent those duplicate IDs, the new parameter new=true is used when sending mail.

3 Tests
The Open-Xchange QA team has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced withina lab environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
38204, 38207,
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